We outline two concepts to explain Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECRs), one based on radio galaxies and their relativistic jets and terminal hot spots, and one based on relativistic Super-Novae (SNe) or Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) in starburst galaxies, one matching the arrival direction data in the South (the radio galaxy Cen A) and one in the North (the starburst galaxy M82). The most likely identification of the origin of observed Gravitational Wave (GW) events is stellar binary black hole (BH) mergers in starburst galaxies such as M82 with the highest rate of star formation, so the highest far-infrared (FIR) luminosity, at the edge of the universe visible in 10 -300 Hz GWs; at low heavy element abundance Z ch the formation of stellar BHs extends to a larger mass range. A radio galaxy such as Cen A sequence of events involves first the merger of two Super-Massive Black Holes (SMBHs), with the associated ejection of low frequency GWs, then the formation of a new relativistic jet aiming into a new direction: ubiquitous neutrino emission follows accompanied by compact TeV photon emission, detectable more easily if the direction is towards Earth. The ejection of UHECRs is last. Both these sites are the perfect high energy physics laboratory: We have observed particles up to ZeV, neutrinos up to PeV, photons up to TeV, 30 -300 Hz GW events, and hope to detect soon of order µHz to mHz GW events. Energy turnover in single low frequency GW events may be of order ∼ 10 63 erg. How can we further test these concepts? First of all by associating individual UHECR events, or directional groups of events, with chemical composition in both the Telescope Array (TA) Coll. and the Auger Coll. data. Second by identifying more TeV to PeV neutrinos with recent SMBH mergers. Third by detecting the order < mHz GW events of SMBH binaries, and identifying the galaxies host to the stellar BH mergers and their GW events in the range up to 300 Hz. Fourth by finally detecting the formation of the first generation of SMBHs and their mergers, surely a spectacular discovery.
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Introduction: Challenges of High Energy Events
Today we have an abundance of riches, with almost certainly more to come: We have a very well defined spectrum of ultra high energy cosmic ray (UHECR) particles, with chemical composition information, and a kink up in the overall spectrum, near 3 · 10 18 eV. We have directional information, with a weak directional hot spot in the South, and a much better defined directional hot spot in the North, both suggesting specific galaxies as sources, that have long been ranked as the leading candidates of their activity in the local universe: The radio galaxy Cen A in the South, with a recent SMBH binary merger, and the starburst galaxy M82 in the North with relativistic Super-Novae (SNe) or Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs). Starburst galaxies just as radio galaxies can produce both energetic particle populations up to order 10 21 Z eV, where Z is the charge of the nucleus.
We also have very high energy neutrino events, that may originate in recent mergers of Super-Massive Black Holes (SMBHs): How can we recognize such events? In a merger between two galaxies, both with a super-massive black hole at the center, orbital angular momentum wins, and so leads to a new direction of the final spin. The final spin direction defines the axis of the new relativistic jet, which has to plow a new channel through the dense material near the newly defined center of the merged galaxy. This plowing leads to powerful injection, acceleration and particle interaction, therefore giving rise to lots of high energy neutrinos, detectable in the case the new jet points at Earth, and then recognizable via a flat spectrum to near THz radio frequencies. Thus, these mergers give rise to a low frequency GW background, yet to be discovered, in the range from order 1 mHz on down.
Furthermore, we now have the detections of GW Events from the merging of stellar black holes. This reminds us that massive stars almost all are in comparable mass binary star systems, and so the GW event rate ought to scale directly with the supernova rate of massive stars detectable in their radio emission. The supernova rate in turn scales with the FIR luminosity. Some of all supernovae also explode as relativistic SNe or GRBs, allowing yet higher energy particles to be produced. And so any starburst galaxy produces in parallel SNe, GRBs, and as a consequence particles to 10 17.3 Z eV from SNe, up to order 10 21 Z eV from relativistic SNe or GRBs, the corresponding high energy neutrinos, and GW events in the 10 -300 Hz range.
The spectrum of cosmic rays
In combination of Auger Coll. 1) and the Telescope Array Coll. (TA) 5) data with other experiments we now have a consistent spectrum of cosmic rays, that readily finds an interpretation 131) ; for recent reviews see 79, 73) , and fundamental books 124, 51) . This explanation requires a contribution from massive stars such as Wolf-Rayet stars, which have powerful stellar winds. In this context it is of interest to note that we have good radio data on supernova explosions racing through a wind 34, 50, 117, 118, 119, 120) 74, 93, 70, 140) . These early data, covering six explosions that probably were Wolf-Rayet stars, so Blue Supergiant stars, and two explosions that probably were a Red Supergiant star, all suggest the same: i) The speed of the shock is initially about 0.1 c, ii) the magnetic field in the post-shock region is about 1 Gauss at a radial distance of 10 16 cm, iii) the run of the magnetic field is close to r −1 with r being the radial coordinate. The numbers allow the two limits of the energy that can be reached to be worked out, i) in the limit that the magnetic field is mainly parallel to the shock normal, the Bohm limit 41) ; and conversely ii) in the limit that the magnetic field is mainly parallel to the shock surface, the Jokipii limit 67) : These numbers suggest E Bohm = 10 15.3±0.3 Z eV; and E Jokipii = 10 17.3±0.2 Z eV, where Z is the charge of the particle. It is striking that the first energy corresponds well to the knee, and the second energy corresponds well to the ankle, suggesting that both scattering regimes are important, Bohm and Jokipii. The very fact, that for the two types of stars, with very different wind velocities, and so different wind densities, give rise to the same magnetic field, precludes the Bell-Lucek mechanism 82, 20) as the key path to attain these magnetic fields in the observed shock. The BellLucek mechanism may have worked prior to the SN-explosion, when very often strong eruptive events are detected 128, 52, 98, 127, 130) , as also observed for η Carinae in the 19th century. We note that the main sequence stages of these stars do have a magnetic field, but usually of order only a few hundred Gauss 65, 69, 86, 137, 138) . However, as these stars had an inner convective zone with magnetic fields attaining the 10 6 or even 10 7 Gauss range 23) and the surface of the star due to the strong winds is reaching deep down, it is also possible that these magnetic fields seen in the explosion were derived from the former inner magnetic fields. That would be consistent with their properties being so similar in the cases well observed sofar.
Relativistic SNe or GRBs would obviously enhance the particle energies further, probably reaching 10 21 Z eV; however, the IceCube Coll. evidence 4) speaks against a dominant GRB contribution of the UHECR flux. On the other hand, the TA Coll. evidence suggests a proton contribution from the starburst galaxy M82, see below.
Distribution of arrival directions: all sky
The Auger Coll. finds a weak correlation in arrival direction of events with the radio galaxy Cen A, consistent with a very old prediction 56) .
The TA Coll. finds a much more pronounced directional "hot spot" in arrival directions not far from the starburst galaxy M82, consistent with the expectation that relativistic SNe or GRBs are a special form of massive star explosions, that lead to the acceleration of protons and nuclei to energies near 10 21 eV (e.g. 24, 25) ); for a quantitative approach see 92, 136, 139) , with many later papers and reviews, e.g. 101, 102, 66, 90) . We note that close to 100 percent of all massive stars are in binary systems of comparable mass 39) , allowing mass transfer between the two stars and also the formation of two stellar BHs 62) .
The spread of arrival directions (of order 10 degrees) as well as the central shift in direction (near 0 degrees for Cen A, and near 20 degrees for M82) can be understood as scattering and orbit bending in the Galactic wind of our Galaxy, subject to a k −2 turbulence, with k the wavenumber, indicative of what can be described as compressible turbulence, super-sonic and/or super-Alfvénic turbulence, or shock-dominated irregularities 71, 72, 48, 31) . A detailed exploration of the implications (see, e.g., the Faraday sky in 99) ), and the evidence for a Galactic wind 43, 44) , and 134) has yet to be done. How can we check on such interpretations? In the case of a starburst galaxy such as M82 the magnetic field of a Galactic wind, even when highly irregular, ought to impose a certain geometric pattern on the arrival directions, strongly depending on the charge of the particles, since all bending runs with energy over charge E/Z; there is now some evidence of this geometry. Additionally, along with massive star SNe there ought to be occasional events of GWs, such as observed already 7, 8) . The rate of massive star SNe as well as GW events ought to scale with the rate of massive star formation, so the luminosity of a starburst in the FIR 21, 75, 111, 77) . The higher the rate, the more likely it is to detect an event within a certain time window; on the other hand, with a luminosity function decreasing with luminosity 77) we have the highest such rate near the limit of sensitivity, when the lowest detectable flux corresponds to the most powerful starburst within the survey volume. Lagache et al. state "Luminosity function evolution is such that the power output is dominated by LIRGs at z ≃ 0.7 (although they represent only 3% of the galaxies) and by ULIRGs at z ≃ 2.5 (although they represent only 1% of the galaxies).", so that the brightest galaxies will dominate in sampling GW events; here LIRG means "Luminous Infra-Red Galaxy", with a star formation rate of about 10 − 100 M ⊙ yr −1 , and ULIRG means "Ultra-Luminous Infra-Red
Galaxy", with a yet higher star formation rate and possibly additional feeding from an Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). However, if relativistic SNe or GRBs and GW events depend on the formation of Black Holes, for which the mass range depends on the heavy element abundance Z ch 62) , then all this may get more subtle, and will require more exploration. To be compatible with the IceCube Coll. limits 4) , it appears as a testable concept that the directional hot spot due to M82 is only a localized patch of very energetic protons, on top of a 4π spread of nuclei from the radio galaxy Cen A; this may explain why the TA Coll. flux tends to be a tad above the Auger Coll. flux. In the case of radio galaxies it is of interest to focus on merger events of super-massive binary black holes 76) , which generally give rise to a new spin direction of the SMBH after the merger: in that case the jet has to plow a new channel, maximizing injection, acceleration, and interaction 133, 97, 58) , 53, 16, 54, 60, 129, 17) so providing a prime site for the acceleration of UHECRs: Kun et al. argue that in the case where after the merger the relativistic jet points at Earth this stage can be identified by observing a flat radio spectrum from GHz frequencies all the way to the FIR, so near THz radio frequencies, such as detected by IRAS, WMAP or PLANCK. A first search identified two neutrino track events (with with about a degree in directional uncertainty: 2, 3) ) with such radio sources, with a very low combined probability that the identification is random. The task remains to identify more track events. This interpretation implies that recent SMBH mergers are prodigious producers of UHECRs. It also implies that there ought to be a strong background of gravitational waves in the range order 1 µHz to 1 mHz 91, 113, 78, 135) , allowing for the main part of the spectrum of SMBHs, between ∼10 6 and ∼10 8 M ⊙ , and a possibly relevant redshift range between 10 and 100 27, 30) . The observation of such slow GW events will remain a task for the future, while the Lisa Path Finder mission allows grounds for optimism 12) in the long term.
4 The spectrum below 3 · 10 18 eV, the ankle LOFAR 35) and Kaskade-Grande 13) have demonstrated that the long expected 103, 104) extragalactic proton component may be there at these lower energies. One unanswered question here is whether this flux results from a long time integral of the locally produced high energy cosmic ray particles or is the long distance accumulation from various active sources 80) . This distinction depends on the probably extremely inhomogeneous structure of the large scale intergalactic magnetic field. This magnetic field is embedded into the accretion flow towards filaments and sheets, and so there ought to be a specific energy beyond which particles can no longer escape this accretion flow and just propagate along filaments and sheets. This has focussing as consequence, along filaments the flux of particles caught does not diminish with distance except by scattering to higher energy and ensuing escape, and along sheets the flux weakens with inverse distance 110) . This could produce a strong spectral turn-down feature, which is not seen except at a characteristic energy of about 6 · 10 19 eV. This turn-down could also be due to spatial limits to acceleration in the source, or to interaction with the microwave of far-infrared background. We see no such feature at lower energy within the current data.
Jets and terminal hot spots in relativistic jets
Shocks in relativistic flow appear as prime candidates to inject and accelerate protons and heavier nuclei to ultra high energy; remember, that GRBs are commonly interpreted as relativistic jets with initially very high Lorentz factor (to several hundred), while relativistic jets emanating from SMBHs may range from Lorentz factor barely above unity to about 100 (see, e.g., 59) ); relativistic SNe are one other possibility 66) . These shocks may plow through a starburst region with the standard galactic cosmic ray spectrum and use them for injection to ultra high energy 59, 29, 132) .
Here we briefly review the relevant arguments based on the series of papers started by 45, 46) , and 84) , based on some ideas in 22) , and used again in 28, 30, 31) :
First some comments on jets: Jet flow suffers dramatically from adiabatic losses, and yet keeps going from near the central BH to < ∼ 3,000 r S to order 10 24 cm, sometimes to 10 25 cm or even more, where r S is the Schwarzschild radius of the central BH. Jets can be expected to start at a near-relativistic speed of sound, but cool down rapidly. Each shock system consumes only a minute fraction of kinetic energy (remember, entropy is increased in any shock). The observational evidence suggests a spiral (almost DNA-like geometry) pattern of highly oblique shocks: so we have continuous re-acceleration (see, also, 144) ) of the particle population 88) . However, each shock is strong suggesting that the internal sound-speed is sub-or only weakly relativistic.
The ubiquitous cutoff spectrum of non-thermal emission near 3 · 10 14 Hz observed 105, 106, 108, 107, 32, 125, 116) 33, 109, 87, 100 ) since the midseventies in jets, terminal hot spots and compact unresolved Active Galactic Nuclei can be explained as the combined effect of first protons (or nuclei) getting accelerated to the synchrotron loss limit, and giving rise to a E −2 spectrum.
Such a spectrum results in a k −5/3 spectrum of magnetic irregularities (the same spectrum as 71, 72) , but here via excitation at all wavelengths, 18, 19) ). Note that nearly every shock is preceded by another shock with injection of both turbulence and energetic particles further upstream 88) . Electrons then get accelerated in that same spectrum of irregularities again to their loss limit, and at their maximal energy give a maximal synchrotron frequency independent of all parameters, ν ) ; we note that the maximal magnetic field in jets is given by a Poynting flux jet which scales with the square of the magnetic field. Therefore we have in combination E p,max ≃ 1.4 · 10 21 eV (no boosting assumed here). Thus UHECR particles are required to explain why the feature is so ubiquitous.
Combining then the maximal emission frequencies of protons and electrons we find {ν syn,p,max /ν syn,e,max } = {m p /m e } 3 , matching the first characteristic of the double-bump spectrum of blazars 28) , the spectral distance between the two bumps. Integrating then downstream (see also 22, 114, 143) ) from each shock along a stream-line following 68) gives {L p /L e } ∼ {n p,0 m p /n e,0 m e } {γ p,max /ln(γ e,max /γ e,min )} {m e /m p } +3 ∼ 1 matching the the second characteristic of the double-bump spectrum of blazars, the crudely equal luminosity of the two bumps (e.g. 57, 121) ). In this approach the blazar sequence arises from the dependencies on SMBH mass and boosting factor 28) . We propose this is the basic explanation of this observation. Quite obviously, many interactions such as Inverse Compton of these two photon-bumps ensue and modify what we observe. This requires proton (or nuclei) acceleration in the sources, in radio galaxies: after all, radio galaxies, perchance pointing at us, are blazars.
One important test is the variability time-scale τ : τ ≃ r/(2 Γ 2 c) 101) , where r is the radial distance, and Γ is the Lorentz factor of the jet; minutes seen in TeV photons 9) imply 10 16.6 cm, ≃ 3000 r S of a 10 8 M ⊙ SMBH for Γ ≃ 100. This is near where jets turn into a conical outflow 141, 85, 84) . This is an old prediction, but a new argument: Radiogalaxies are sources at energies > 10 20 eV, with an energy that may approach ∼ 10 63 erg, possibly on occasion even more. Lower energy budget CR-sources are intergalactic shocks 64) , Gamma Ray Bursts 102) , micro-quasars 63, 94) , jet-supernovae, pulsar wind nebulae 47) , powerful supernovae 26, 66) , and probably yet other activities we do not understand yet. Ginzburg & Syrovatskij 56) identified the nearby candidates before the discovery of UHECRs: the radio galaxies i) Cen A (= NGC 5128), a recent SMBH merger; ii) Vir A (= M87 = NGC 4486), a recent SMBH merger; and iii) For A (= NGC 1316), perhaps also a SMBH merger, but in this case the radio morphology is ambiguous, while for Cen A and M87 the old jet directions are clearly visible, so a re-orientation of the dominant jet is recognizable, a direct consequence of the merger of two SMBHs. Considering the energetics of the observed compact jets in radio galaxies, a hierarchical ranking can be derived of what radio galaxies may contribute 38) , and the first three radio galaxies are just those already identified by 56) ; the detailed statistics show, that Cen A is expected to dominate the entire integral of the UHECR contribution from radio galaxies lower down in the ranks.
How do SMBHs start?
The observational evidence suggests that the SMBH mass function 36) starts around 3 · 10 6 M ⊙ and its shape can be fully explained by merging in the gravitational focussing limit 115, 55) , minimizing any electromagnetic output 42, 36) .
Why would star formation pick such a mass? First massive stars can form in dense groups in the gravitation of the Dark Matter potential well of a dwarf galaxy 126, 40) : then stars agglomerate 123, 112) to form a more massive star. Massive stars also have winds, driven by radiation interaction with heavy elements ( 83) and many later papers): So their maximum mass attainable is several hundred M ⊙ at most 142) . However, at zero heavy element abundance massive stars can grow to much higher mass, close to 10 6 M ⊙ . At that point massive stars hit an instability, combining radiation pressure with subtle effects of General Relativity 10, 11) . As a consequence they explode: So with infall their BH mass may reach about 3 · 10 6 M ⊙ explaining the observations. A key prediction of this specific model is that the initial formation of the first generation of SMBHs is only allowed at metal abundance Z ch near zero, a test which we hopefully can make in the future.
There are alternate pictures (e.g. 95, 96) ) using a specific model of Dark Matter. Other models just using massive stars and accretion would produce a large range in redshifts of when these SMBHs begin (e.g. 89) ), as would a concept in which gas collapses directly to a compact object 122) , possibly a black hole.
The sky distribution of SMBHs allows further constraints on the origin to be set: it can be shown in a graph, where colors are distance: Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red, for the redshifts intervals in steps of 0.005 to 0.025, i.e. distance intervals of 20, to 100 Mpc. . Geometrically this could be due to the cut of an expanding baryonic spherical shell through a Dark Matter Zeldovich pancake 145) , using the run-away cooling mechanism proposed in 27) in shocks due to supersonic flow 49) ; in this specific case the arc would correspond to the third bump in the Micro-Wave Back-Ground (MWBG) power spectrum. This may require a very high redshift to get started. A test of any such picture would be the common detection of such partial circular arcs of SMBHs; considering the skymap shown this may indeed be a common occurrence, sometimes corresponding to the first peak in the MWBG power spectrum.
SMBH energetics
As shown in work by P.P. Kronberg (lecture at DRAO Nov 2015) allowing for P dV -work in understanding the scale of energy of giant radio galaxies the total energy may reach rather close to a good fraction of M SMBH c 2 , allowing for other channels than just radio emission, possibly as close as ∼ 1/2 61) . The two observed GW stellar BH merger events correspond to about 0.05 of M c 2 in GWs emitted. One can speculate that stellar BHs ought to merge starting from a small spin, but that SMBHs in radio galaxies may start from near maximum spin, as it is derived from the orbital angular momentum of the merging SMBHs (mass and spin enter the maximally allowed efficiency). It follows that there ought to be a powerful GW background due to the formation and merging of SMBHs, in the range between order 1 µHz and order 1 mHz, depending on the exact mass range and redshift of the first generation of formation of SMBHs and their merging history 91, 113, 78, 135) . As shown in 27) this redshift could be quite high.
We note that the existing observational limits of any GW background all pertain to either today, the recombination redshift 6) , or earlier epochs even. For any redshift < 100, the maximum redshift allowed by the mechanism in 27) there is no limit at all today at the frequency range given by SMBHs other than the observed energy density of Dark Energy (DE).
We have outlined two concepts to explain UHECRs, one based on radio galaxies and their relativistic jets and terminal hot spots, and one based on relativistic SNe or GRBs in starburst galaxies, one matching the arrival direction data in the South (the radio galaxy Cen A) and one in the North (the starburst galaxy M82). The most likely identification of the origin of observed GW events is starburst galaxies such as M82 with the highest rate of star formation, so the highest FIR luminosity, at the edge of the universe visible in 10 -300 Hz GWs; the value of the heavy element abundance Z ch restricts the mass range for stellar BHs 62) . The radio galaxy sequence of events involves first the merger of two SMBHs, with the associated burst of low frequency GWs, then the formation of a new jet aiming into a new direction: ubiquitous neutrino emission follows (detectable more easily if the direction is towards Earth) accompanied by compact TeV photon emission. The ejection of UHECRs is last.
So these sites are the perfect high energy physics laboratory: We have particles up to ZeV, neutrinos up to PeV, photons up to TeV, and of order µHz to 300 Hz GW events; inside the source the energies may go higher. Energy turnover in GW single events may approach ∼ 10 63 erg, possibly on occasion even more.
How can we further test these concepts? First of all by associating individual UHECR events, or directional groups of events, with chemical composition in both the TA Coll. and the Auger Coll. data. Second by identifying more TeV to PeV neutrinos with recent SMBH mergers. Third by detecting the order µHz GW events and identifying the galaxies host to the stellar BH mergers and their GW events in the range up to ∼ 300 Hz. Fourth by finally detecting the formation of the first generation of SMBHs and their mergers, surely a spectacular discovery.
